CONNECT MORE
HPE Small Business Solutions for Small Office Deployment

PROVIDE MORE OF WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT

Like any business, whether it is a single site or with multiple branches, you look for ways to connect more with your customers, so they keep coming back. That starts with offering fast Wi-Fi so customers can use their devices to stay connected while waiting or shopping. It may also include providing app-enabled on-site services, and connecting associates or providers with instant, secure access to data and files from mobile devices.

There are also times when your employees need to work outside of the office—sometimes without much notice. You can easily provide Remote Desktop Services for these employees to keep your business running while keeping your data and applications secure.

Sound complicated and costly? It doesn’t have to be. HPE Small Business Solutions for Small Office Deployment are complete, validated solutions that include compute, storage, wireless Access Points (APs), switches, and services—eliminating the need to select, validate, configure, and size IT from scratch and making it easy to set up and manage.

You can easily add storage with optional HPE StoreEasy network attached storage, or HPE RDX Removable Disk Backup System.

Remote Desktop Services (RDSs), included with Microsoft Windows Server, enables remote access to files and applications stored centrally on a secure server.

These complete solution bundles bring together the performance, management, reliability, and security of HPE ProLiant Gen10 servers, with reliable, cost-efficient Aruba Instant On wireless APs and wired switches that can be managed via Instant On mobile app and/or cloud-based web portal, HPE StoreEasy storage or HPE RDX Removable Disk Backup System. Optional HPE Foundation Care provides the peace of mind by providing hardware and software services aimed to help increase the availability of your IT infrastructure.

Plus, HPE Small Business Solutions for Small Office Deployment can converge multiple functions—such as virtualization, storage, and backup—onto a single server, for a simple, secure, and affordable office-in-a-box IT solution.
In short, HPE Small Business Solutions for Small Office Deployment let you focus on connecting with customers and employees—not IT.

GET MORE OF EVERYTHING

HPE Small Business Solutions for Small Office Deployment are a one-stop shop for ready-to-go solutions including hardware, software, services, and top-selling HPE ProLiant options. They’re built on HPE ProLiant Gen10 servers that are tested, optimized, and validated for on-premises and hybrid cloud use cases with Windows Server 2019 and Microsoft Azure Cloud Services. They’re also designed to be low cost and make IT more accessible and easier to consume.¹

**HPE ProLiant Gen10**

Protect against attacks and quickly recover from downtime with built-in security features that make HPE ProLiant Gen10 the world’s most secure industry-standard servers.² Automated intelligence reduces the time and skills required for deployment and management, including HPE Rapid Setup, a simple, guided installation utility that reduces setup time and the chance of errors.

**3 sizing information**

- **HPE ProLiant DL20:** 100 users (incl. up to 20 remote users)
- **HPE ProLiant ML30:** 25 users (incl. up to 10 remote users)
- **HPE ProLiant MicroServer:** 10 on-premises users

**HPE StoreEasy Storage**

Get flexible, efficient, and reliable file storage that provides an easy-to-manage centralized space for securely storing documents, images, and audio and video files. The HPE StoreEasy 1460 enhances usable capacity, simplifies management, and helps you protect valuable digital assets.

**HPE RDX Removable Disk Backup System**

The HPE RDX Removable Disk Backup System is a reliable, disk-based backup and recovery solution with unmatched portability, fast recovery, and easy integration into HPE Small Business Solutions for File and Backup.

**Aruba Instant On**

The Aruba Instant On portfolio delivers a high-performance, secure networking solution at a price that won’t break the bank. Instant On Access Points and switches can be installed in minutes with no expertise required. Whether deployed as part of a business continuity strategy or connectivity upgrade project, the Aruba Instant On that includes the new 1930 smart-managed switch that seamlessly integrates with existing Instant On indoor/outdoor Access Points (APs), and can be centrally managed with the Instant On mobile app. Instant On have partnered with NordVPN, a trusted online VPN provider to provide secure remote and at-home workers with enhanced VPN services.

**HPE Cloud Volumes**

HPE Cloud Volumes is a suite of cloud data services that enable multicloud flexibility while delivering encrypted backups invisible to ransomware, eliminating costly egress fees and providing pay-as-you-go pricing.

**HPE Pointnext Services**

HPE Pointnext Services has the expertise to help you simplify operations and easily extend and educate IT staff, helping them do more with less. A variety of offerings like HPE Foundation Care and Education Services can help you reduce time spent on operational tasks while improving IT reliability—letting you focus on your business goals.

PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD

With your choice of optimized configurations, built on HPE ProLiant tower or rack servers with Windows Server, you get the power to give customers more of what they want. Contact your HPE sales rep or authorized Channel Partner to find out more, today.

LEARN MORE AT

hpe.com/info/smbsolutions

---

¹ HPE SMB Offers are regionally released as “Smart Buy Express Offers” in the U.S. and Canada, “Top Value Offers” in Europe, and “Intelligent Buy Offers” in Asia Pacific and Japan.

² Based on external security firm conducting cybersecurity penetration testing of HPE Gen10 servers and three leading server competitors, September 2019.